SOLUTION SHEET

Medrio’s Oncology Solution
Ready When Your Patients Are

300+
Studies

60,000+
Patients

28million+
Data Points

Do you have trouble recruiting and retaining
patients for your trials?
And when an unexpected change happens
mid-study, do you lose valuable time waiting
for someone to get back to you?
Or maybe you’re spending way too much time
checking on supply inventory or reconciling
data between systems?

Any - or maybe all - of this sound
familiar? If so, keep reading...we can
help make things better for you and
your patients.

Flexible Solutions That Yield Better Data
For a Healthier World
Reduce Patient Burden
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Digital consent reaches more patients while staying site-friendly
In-clinic and remote patient reported outcomes
Centralize patient forms and information in MyMedrio patient site

Center your patients,
not your systems.

Identify Patient Trends Sooner
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Customize access down to the form-level
Automatic PHI redaction for unauthorized users
Reduce validation efforts with accuracy intelligence logic
Automatic, seamless integration reduces reconciliation efforts

Experience the Medrio Difference
Flexible Design Puts You In Control
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Robust randomization to meet any need
Easy to set up cycles and dynamics
Painless mid-study changes
Form libraries reduce time to FPI

Here When You Need Us
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Our experts are ready to support study build,
licensing, and medical coding needs
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Get answers quickly from Medrio’s 24/7 Technical Support team
Be ready when your first patient is with our onboarding,
training, and project management options

ABOUT MEDRIO
At Medrio, we know it takes a global village to achieve a disease-free world. Since 2005, we’ve developed a
successful ecosystem of visionary people like you who want to make the world a healthier place - our employees,
customers, and partners alike. We’ve supported Sponsors and CROs across the life sciences spectrum, in all
therapeutic areas and trial phases, to achieve critical breakthroughs and secure more than 375 regulatory
approvals. Our innovative and intuitive technology solutions support your teams and sites, while reducing trial
participation burden. While other eClinical vendors make these same claims, few can deliver the high-touch,
white-glove customer service that makes us your most successful strategic partner and solves your most pressing
challenges. To learn more, visit us at medrio.com.
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